Let S be a compact connected subset of Rd. A necessary and sufficient condition is given to ensure that the dimension of the convex kernel of S is greater than or equal to k, O^k^d.
Introduction.
Since the convex kernel of a compact subset S of Rd is the intersection of the maximal convex subsets of S and since there is a lack of information on the dimension of the intersection of an infinite collection of convex sets, it seems very hard in general to give strictly combinatorial conditions to ensure that the dimension of the convex kernel of S is greater than or equal to k, O^k^d. This paper is an attempt to give a meaningful necessary and sufficient condition which is not combinatorial in nature. Specifically, we give a necessary and sufficient condition involving the points of local nonconvexity of 5, whose proof depends heavily on the compactness of the points of local nonconvexity of S. For other results concerning the dimension of the convex kernel the reader should consult Kenelly and Hare [2] Definition 3. Let Sc Rd. The nth order convex kernel of S is the set of all x e S such that, for all y e S, there exists a polygonal arc from x to y in S consisting of n or fewer line segments.
Received by the editors September 13, 1971. A MS 1970 subject classifications. Primary 52A30; Secondary 52A20. Definition 4. Let 77 <=_/?<* We say 77 is aflat provided 77 is the translate of a subspace of Rd.
The symbols C(S) and L(S) denote the points of local convexity of S and the points of local nonconvexity of S, respectively. The symbols Ker 5 and Kn(S) denote the convex kernel of S and the nth order convex kernel of S, respectively. The relative interior of A with respect to a flat 77 is denoted by rel int(77nS). 3 . The main result. Before proving our main theorem, we state the following result of Valentine [5] for later reference. For k=0 we obtain the following characterization of Ker S from Theorem 2. Sparks [3] has characterized K"(S), where S<=R2 is compact and simply connected as the intersection of the maximal L" subsets of S. Using a proof similar to the proof of Theorem 2, we may prove the following theorem :
Theorem 4. Let S be a compact connected subset of Rd. Then x e Kn(S) iff given y e L(S) there exists an open set Ny such that, given z e NyC\S, there exists a polygonal arc from x to z in S consisting of n or fewer line segments.
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